March 2018
PUPIL PROFILES: Collated
46 returns received.

Please could you take a moment to comment on the questions below:
STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

helps me know what my children are working
towards in their learning.

22

24

helps me see their progress.

20

26

helps me see their achievements and successes.

27

19

Questions

DISAGREE

STRONGLE
DISAGREE

My child/ren’s learning profile……

17
has helped me share discussions about learning
with my child.

28

I like seeing my child’s profile.

37

(1 in
between
with
disagree)
9

Further comments/ suggestions for how we could continue to develop our profiles:















Key assessment tasks are good and have a lot of detail
Doesn’t explain the level your child is at, where they’d like to be or where they should be.
Great to see what stage child is working at and how I can help and support more at home.
My child enjoyed showing me their profile and talked me through what they had been learning.
Teacher and pupil voice on the task page is very useful as is the next steps section.
The blog and this profile jotter are really good. The blog helps remind them of what they’ve
done and can talk about their day. The jotter is a bonus and my child is always excited to show
us all about their work.
Get far more benefit from the parent’s evening and having the opportunity to look at our child’s
work than reading the profiles.
Many ideas of what could be added to the profile.
A guide to how to help them improve.
Links to the curriculum objectives so we could see how they are performing.
Lovely to see the progress.
Very useful to see examples but would like to see more of the weekly work. Separate
discussions with teacher really help.
This seems an excellent system.






Lots of Literacy and Numeracy but it would be lovely to see more topic work.
Good to see as my child doesn’t tell us much.
Love the profile. A great way to see what they have been doing and leads to excellent
discussion.
See profile home more often.

Next steps:









Speak to parent regarding levels and explain where this can be found. (explanation on the
back of the feedback sheet around Key Assessment Tasks.)
Add leaflet to the front of the jotter explaining stages and when expected to achieve (similar to
front of the report.) Provide further links to curricular areas at the bottom of this.
Add discussion prompts to front of profile also (were included on leaflet and first feedback
sheet.)
Hyperlink curricular areas in blogs where possible.
Include information on this in next parent workshop on profiling.
Look at ideas for what could be include and advise teachers.
Link home learning ideas to how children can improve.
Weekly work – how can this be included? Balancing paper and copying with what is in jotter
and what is available elsewhere. Updated on blog also being given. (Need to consider
bureaucracy)

